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In this paper we propose an approach to the task of Word
Sense Disambiguation problem that uses Class Association Rules to create an eective and human-understandable rule-based classier. We present
the accuracy of classication of selected polysemous words on an evaluation corpus using the proposed method and compare it to other known
approaches. We discuss the advantages and weaknesses of a classier
based on association rules and present ideas for future work on the idea.
Abstract.
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Introduction

The task of Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) consists of correlating a given
instance of a polysemous word, used in a particular context (sentence, paragraph, etc.), with one of known senses of this word. It is a problem we face every
day communicating, as every natural language seems to contain some lexical
ambiguity as its characteristic feature. Typical examples of English language
words that may convey multiple senses are bank (having a meaning related to
geographical feature or a nancial institution) and pen (a place or an instrument for writing). It is thus necessary to resolve such ambiguities each time they
appear in spoken or written text to be able to comprehend the text as a whole.
Automatic WSD is an important problem, for which an accurate solution
would greatly simplify implementations of other tasks related to computational
linguistics, such as machine translation. Whether it can be solved completely is
an open question, having in mind that even humans vary in their decisions about
the sense of a particular word in context. From a computational point of view
this problem translates to the problem of classication: assigning one of known
senses (classes) to each of the polysemous words appearing in a text fragment
(instances).
The aim of our contribution is twofold: to present the results of a supervised
learning approach to the task of WSD, evaluated on a Polish language corpus
constrained to one specic domain and to propose a novel method of word sense
classication, based on mining Class Association Rules (CARs). The motivation for the latter approach is creating a classier that may be understood and
modied by a human, which is not possible using the classical best-performing
machine learning methods (neural networks, Bayes approaches, SVM, etc.).

In the following chapters we rst briey describe work done previously in the
eld of Word Sense Disambiguation (Chapter 2). Next, we discuss the corpus
used to assess the accuracy of the proposed method, which was created by manually annotating Polish language texts (Chapter 3). In Chapter 4 we describe
the approach used to represent the context of disambiguated words in the form
of a feature vector. In Chapter 5 we present the idea of using Class Association
Rules in the task of WSD for classifying word senses. Finally, we show the results
of experiments conducted using the proposed method and compared with other,
known approaches (Chapter 6) and conclude with a summary of the contribution
and ideas for future work (Chapter 7).
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Word Sense Disambiguation

The idea of performing WSD automatically seems to have emerged in the late
1940s, when also the work on machine translation began. Many approaches have
been proposed since then, including AI-based methods (as a part of larger systems intended for full language understanding), knowledge-based methods (using
such language resources as thesauri and machine-readable dictionaries to compare the context of a particular word with denitions of each of the senses) and
corpus-based methods (learning on the samples provided by an annotated text
corpus) [1]. The Lesk's algorithm [2] is a particularly notable approach to WSD,
which prompted evolution of knowledge-based methods and to which corpusbased methods are compared still today. In this algorithm, a list of words from
each sense denition from the dictionary is created. Disambiguation is accomplished by selecting the sense, for which the overlap between the word list and
the words in disambiguated context is the largest.
Recently, machine learning methods have been used extensively for the task
of WSD and these may be further divided into supervised, semi-supervised and
unsupervised approaches. Supervised learning methods require a text corpus,
annotated with information about the correct sense of each or some of the appearing words. Sense annotation consists of associating a sense label (taken from
a sense dictionary) with each instance of a polysemous word in the running text.
Methods of this type are rst trained on a learning corpus, manually annotated
by linguists and then evaluated on another corpus, by automatically assigning annotations for ambiguous words. As reported by [3] these methods usually achieve
the best results, compared with semi- and unsupervised approaches. Examples
of algorithms used include Naive Bayes, kNN and SVM.
Semi-supervised methods usually require only a small bootstrap sample
of annotations and large corpus of unannotated data. For example in [4] an
approach is presented, where co-training and self-training paradigms are used
for WSD, attempting to increase the small amount of available training data
and tag new, previously unlabeled samples from a dataset.
Finally, unsupervised methods, which use external knowledge sources, such
as WordNet or Wikipedia and unsupervised learning approaches, can be used in
situations where very little or no training data in the form of annotated corpus

is available. In [5] the authors present a graph-based approach, where WordNet
is used as a lexical knowledge base containing hierarchical information about
relationships between ambiguous words and other elements of the language.
In the context of Polish language there is very little work done in the eld
of automatic WSD. One of the rst results of WSD for Polish language texts
has been presented in [6], where supervised learning methods have been trained
and evaluated on a small corpus of 1500 annotated examples, taken from a
dictionary of 13 polysemous words. Some experimental results have also been
presented in [7], where the classier comparison environment used also in this
contribution has been introduced.
Rule based approaches have been already used in the task of WSD and
promising results of experiments have been reported. For example, the performance of several rule-based classiers (J48, PART, decision table) has been
compared in [8]. The authors show that rule-based methods may achieve better
results than purely statistical approaches, such as Naive Bayes. The idea of mining association rules in a corpus annotated with word senses has been presented
in [9], but for nding correlations between annotations done by dierent linguists
and not for sense classication itself.
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Evaluation Corpus

We have created a sense-annotated corpus of Polish language texts from the domain of economy. The evaluation corpus has been composed of resources coming
from: 1 million subcorpus of the National Corpus of Polish [10], with morphosyntactic annotation and a collection of stock market reports in Polish, collected
from the Internet. Details of the corpus may be found in Table 1.

Table 1.

Statistics of the evaluation corpus.

Corpus Number of segments Number of annotated segments
Subcorpus of NCP
Stock market reports

87 816
282 366

3 821
18 719

Overall

370 182

22 540

We have automatically selected a subcorpus from the National Corpus of
Polish by choosing the fragments, which had the greatest number of occurrences
of words related to the domain of economy. The words have been collected by
hand-picking 5100 multi-word economy-related dictionary entries, names of institutions and agencies, as well as stock names from the Warsaw Stock Exchange.
While the resources from NCP subcorpus have already been human-annotated
morphosyntactically, the market reports have been not. Therefore, we have used
the TaKIPI tagger [11] to add the annotation automatically.

To enable the task of annotating the corpus with sense tags, we have created a
dictionary of polysemous lexemes. We have gathered 52 polysemous words from
the domain of economy (in Polish) and associated them with a list of possible
senses. For each word the senses have been grouped into a few broader senses,
to lower the granularity of the dictionary. The experience with word sense disambiguation seems to tell us [12] that most automated methods fail with high
granularity of senses and it is not needed in real applications. For example, for
the word rynek the dictionaries oer no less than 14 dierent denitions. We
have combined these 14 senses into 5 broader senses, which are more intuitive,
easier to grasp by human annotators and should result in better classication accuracy using automated methods. The dictionary has been created by a linguist
and edited using a simple web-based application, to enable easy synchronization
of the denitions between the linguists during the annotation phase. Table 2
presents the words included in the resulting dictionary and Figure 1 shows the
histogram of the number of senses per each lexeme. There is an average of 3.62
senses per lexeme in the dictionary.

Table 2.

idx

lexeme

idx

Lexemes in the sense dictionary.

lexeme

idx

lexeme

1
agent[n]
14
koszt[n]
27
punkt[n]
2
akcja[n]
15
linia[n]
28 rachunek[n]
3
baza[n]
16
ochrona[n]
29
rynek[n]
4
cena[n]
17
opcja[n]
30
rz¡d[n]
5
dochód[n] 18
pieni¡dz[n]
31
s¡d[n]
6
efekt[n]
19
podatek[n]
32
siªa[n]
7
rma[n]
20 podstawa[n] 33
spóªka[n]
8
fundusz[n] 21
polityka[n]
34
stan[n]
9 gospodarka[n] 22
pomoc[n]
35
stopa[n]
10 granica[n] 23 post¦powanie[n] 36 stopie«[n]
11 inwestycja[n] 24
praca[n]
37
system[n]
12 jednostka[n] 25
prawo[n]
38
±rodek[n]
13 kontrola[n] 26
projekt[n]
39 ±wiadczenie[n]

idx

lexeme

40 ubezpieczenie[n]
41
udziaª[n]
42
umowa[n]
43
unia[n]
44
warto±¢[n]
45
warunek[n]
46
zasada[n]
47
zmiana[n]
48
zysk[n]
49
czarny[a]
50 specjalny[a]
51
wolny[a]
52
zªoty[a]

Histogram of the number of senses per each lexeme in the dictionary. Numbers
on the horizontal axis reect the index of a lexeme from Table 2.
Fig. 1.

Semantic annotation of the nal corpus has been performed by an average
number of four linguists. Fragments of the texts (usually paragraphs) have been
selected at random from the corpus and assigned to the annotators. Each fragment has been assigned to any of two annotators at the same time. One of the
linguists had been assigned the role of a super-annotator, who has the nal decision about a particular annotation in case of a disagreement of two annotators
working on a fragment. He or she also had a general overview of the work already done and may have reviewed the statistics of individual annotators' work.
The annotation has been performed using a multi-user, web-based application
developed for that purpose. The resulting distribution of instances of each of the
senses in the annotated corpus is presented on Figure 2.

Percentage of occurrences of each of the senses (per lexeme from the dictionary)
in the evaluation corpus. Sense occurrences are sorted in descending order and colors
indicate particular senses of the lexemes (e.g. bottom bar  light blue  most frequent
sense of a particular lexeme, dark blue  second most frequent, and so on).
Fig. 2.

It may be noted that some words from the dictionary were not found in the
corpus at all (and have been ignored in the evaluation), while the distribution of
senses of other words turned out to be highly skewed towards one or two most
frequent meanings. This type of distribution is an example of Zipf 's Law, which
states that frequency of an object is inversely proportional to its rank in the
frequency table.
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Feature Representation

As we are treating the WSD task as a classication problem, we have to be able
to represent the textual data (disambiguated words in context) in the form of a
xed-length feature vector. We have chosen to modify for our needs and use the
feature generators implemented in the WSD Development Environment [7].

Thematic Feature Generator (TFG) Existence of a word in a window around
the disambiguated lexeme with window size: 525 and lemmatization: on/o.

Structural Feature Generator 1 (SFG1) Existence of a word on a particular
position in a small window relative to the disambiguated lexeme with window
size: 15 and lemmatization: on/o.

Structural Feature Generator 2 (SFG2) Existence of part-of-speech on a particular position in a small window relative to the disambiguated lexeme with
window size: 15 and tagset: full or simplied.

Keyword Feature Generator (KFG) Grammatical form of the disambiguated lexeme with tagset: full or simplied.
Examples of feature vectors created by the generators described above are presented on Figure 4.

pªaci¢ cena zªotówka moralno±¢ kilogram przetwarza¢
1
0
1
0
1
1
obni»y¢-2 obni»y¢-1 siebie-1 surowiec+1 praca+1
1
0
1
1
0
praet-2 subst-1 adj-1 subst+1
1
0
0
1
subst sg pl dat acc
1 0 1 0 1

TFG
SFG1
SFG2
KFG

Fig. 3.
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Examples of feature vectors.

Class Association Rules

Association rule mining has been proposed in [13], originally as a method for market basket analysis. This knowledge representation method focuses on showing
frequent co-occurrences of attribute values in data. During the last two decades
the work on association rules has bloomed, as the technique proved to eciently
provide interesting insights into very large collections of data. Some interesting
applications of association rules to real-world problems include: mining medical
data to predict heart diseases ([14]), text document categorization ([15]) and
image classication ([16]).

Denition

Let's assume the database D contains data described by binary
I = {I1 , I2 , . . . , Im }. We call the set I the itemspace. Database D is a
set of transactions, D = {T1 , T2 , . . . , Tn } and each transaction T is a set of items
attributes

(an

itemset ) from the itemspace,

implication over two itemsets,

X

T ⊆ I . Association rules have the form
Y , where X, Y ∈ I and X ∩ Y = ∅:
R:X→Y

Itemset

X

is called the rule's

of an

and

body, while itemset

(1)

Y

is called the rule's

head.

A rule of the form shown above indicates, that the occurrence of items in the
set

X

often implicates the occurrence of items in the set

Y.

The strength of this

implication may be measured by two basic parameters: support and condence.
The support of a set of items

D,

which contain

A

is determined by the number of transactions in

A:
supp(A) = |DA |

(2)

A relative support value, calculated in relation to the size of the database,
may also be used:

suppr (A) =

|DA |
|D|

(3)

The relative support of a rule is dened as the support of its body and head,
which is the union of itemsets

X

and

suppr (X → Y ) =

Y,

divided by the size of the database:

supp(X ∪ Y )
|DX∪Y |
=
|D|
|D|

(4)

The condence of a rule is a conditional probability that a transaction containing the rule's body also contains its head.

conf(X → Y ) =

supp(X ∪ Y )
|DX∪Y |
=
suppX
|DX |

A is frequent

(5)

D, when its support in D is
supp(A) > minSup.
Similarly, we say that a rule R is strong in database D if its support and condence are greater than minimum rule support and condence, supp(X → Y ) >
minSup and conf(X → Y ) > minConf .
We say that an itemset

greater than a certain threshold, called

Use in classication

in database

minimum support,

Association rules used for classication, frequently re-

ferred to as Class Association Rules (CARs), are rules constrained to have
a class label in its head. Having

C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , ck }

I = {I1 , I2 , . . . , Im } (the set of items) and
X ⊂ I , c ∈ C , CAR is rule of the

(the set of class labels),

following form:

CAR : X → c

(6)

The rst method of building a classier based on a set of mined association
rules, named CBA, has been introduced in [17]. The process is divided into two
parts: rule generation (CBA-RG) and building the classier (CBA-CB). During the rule generation step frequent itemsets (having support greater than a
specied

minsup value) are being found in the data, using the Apriori algo-

rithm [18] to avoid searching the entire feature space. Apriori principle tells us

that no superset of an infrequent itemset can be frequent. The dierence in the
approach to nding general frequent itemsets for building association rules and
the CBA-RG algorithm consists in considering also the category label as an item
in the formed itemsets. Next, rules are created from the itemsets, which have a
condence higher than a set minimum value

minconf.

In the second step of the process the generated rules are sorted according to
a precedence relation. This relation is dened as follows:

ri ≺ rj ⇔ [conf(ri ) > conf(rj )] ∨

(7)

[conf(ri ) = conf(rj ) ∧ sup(ri ) > sup(rj )] ∨
[conf(ri ) = conf(rj ) ∧ sup(ri ) = sup(rj ) ∧
ri

generated earlier than

rj ]

Next, for each of the rules in the sorted order all matching examples from the
training set are found and number of correct classications is noted. Rules, which
classify at least one example correctly are added to the nal classier and the
matching examples are removed from memory. This step is iterated until no data
is available in the current memory.
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Experimental Results

We have adapted the framework described in [7] to carry out a series of classication experiments using a selection of supervised learning methods and text
feature representation approaches. Specically, we have added the ability to use
a CARs-based classier to be able to compare its eectiveness against other
well-known methods.
Each experiment has been conducted using the ten-fold cross-validation methodology to be able to use the evaluation corpus as a source for both training and
testing data. At rst, we have calculated the Most Frequent Sense (MFS) minimum classication accuracy baseline to be able to relate the achieved results
to the characteristics of the available corpus. We have also noted the InterAnnotator Agreement (ITA) value, which reects the percentage of annotations,
for which two annotators provided the same sense labels and no conict resolution was necessary. This value is frequently described as a good candidate for
an upper bound of classication accuracy, as we cannot expect that the system
trained on annotated data will perform better than human linguists, who provided the annotation. Abovementioned statistics are presented in Table 3 and
for each of the lexemes from the dictionary on Figure 4.
We have performed experiments of classication of the entire evaluation corpus using both the classical NaiveBayes approach (which proved to perform best
among others we have tried: J48, SVM, RandomForest) and the method based
on mining Class Association Rules. Classiers have been built individually for
each of the disambiguated words and in each case an attribute selection method
has been employed to limit the size of feature vectors to less than 400 attributes.

Most Frequent Sense classication baseline, Inter-Annotator Agreement and
classication accuracy for individual corpora.
Table 3.

corpus

MFS (%) ITA (%) NaiveBayes (%) CARs (%)

NCP subcorpus
market reports
overall

77.65
94.31
91.06

91.97
96.82
95.99

87.67
98.86
96.87

84.14
97.26
94.28

Most Frequent Sense for each of the disambiguated words and Inter-Annotator
Agreement for the entire corpus.
Fig. 4.

Accuracy (%) of classication using the NaiveBayes method. Bottom bar (light
green): MFS baseline, top bar (dark green): improvement over MFS.
Fig. 5.

The accuracy of classication using the NaiveBayes method has been presented
on Figure 5.
Figure 6 shows the results of classication using the CARs method. As may be
seen from the overall accuracy results, shown in Table 3, the rule-based method
is slightly less accurate, than the NaiveBayes approach. However, the classier
built using the CBA algorithm may be interpreted by a human expert and a
potentially interesting knowledge can be extracted from it, which is not the case
for the NaiveBayes method.
As an example, below we present a rule generated by the CBA algorithm.
Left-hand-side of the rule consists of attributes generated by particular feature generators. Here, the KFG generator provided an attribute pl_KFG (equal

Accuracy (%) of classication using the CARs method. Bottom bar (light
green): MFS baseline, top bar (dark green): improvement over MFS.
Fig. 6.

to 0), which indicates that the disambiguated word has a singular form. Similarly, noun-1_SFG2=1 noun+1_SFG2=0 attributes indicate that a noun should
appear one place before the disambiguated word and no noun one place after
the disambiguated word, for the rule to hold. If the rule holds, the selected sense
is praca.2.

pl_KFG=0 pos+1_SFG2=0 noun-1_SFG2=1 noun+1_SFG2=0

→
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SENSE=praca.2

→

[conf:0.93]

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented an application of Class Association Rules to the
problem of Word Sense Disambiguation of Polish language texts from the domain
of economy. We have created a hand-annotated corpus of economy-related textual resources, containing ambiguous lexemes, and used it to train a CARs-based
classier, using the CBA algorithm. Using the standard ten-fold cross-validation
methodology we have evaluated the accuracy of the proposed approach and
compared it with a well-known NaiveBayes algorithm. Achieved results, while
showing the rule-based method to be less accurate than a purely statistical approach are encouraging, because for the cost of slightly lower accuracy we get
a classier that is understandable by human experts and may potentially be
manually edited and enhanced.
It remains for future work to test the eectiveness and accuracy of other
algorithms for building CARs-based classiers and also increasing the number
of features used to represent the disambiguated word in context.
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